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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Standards for nursery school practice vary widely 
because nursery education is a new field. Standards 
of operation and concepts of educational values for 
the nursery school differ in areas and in organizat ions. 
Statement of the problem.-- The purpose of this 
study is to evaluate present state regulations and 
licensing procedures for preschool groups (excepting 
kindergartens) in terms of good standards for early 
childhood education as outlined by present authori-
ties in that field. This study defines the difference 
between professional and state-required standards. 
This survey has been felt to be of value because it 
indicates the minimal standards which will be neces-
sary to insure t h e sound development of nursery school 
children. 
Brief outline of recent development of standards 
for nursery schools to the present time.-- At the 
present time, state requirements for nursery school 
operation reach high standards of professional idealism 
in some areas, and are disregarded in others. Such 
irregularity is not surprising . The concept that the 
l 
group care of small children is education is compara-
tively recent and consequently public opinion on what 
constitutes a g ood nursery program is far from united. 
Consequently too 1 funds to support a good program are 
often lacking . As a result 1 there is less public 
pressure to enforce high standards in the nursery than 
there would be in more recognized areas of education. 
Recent economic and social pressures have forced 
such rapid growth in the nursery movement that there 
has not been time for the healthy integration of pro-
fessional standards. 
Following the 19th Century organization of the 
philanthropic day nurseries - organizations frankly 
substituting group care for inadequate home life - the 
nursery school movement as such took hold during the 
nineteen twenties by means of several experimental, 
avant-garde institutions. They were few; they were 
exclusive. Preschool educat ion did not become part 
of the general American life until the depression of 
the thirties and the development of the \~A nursery 
schools. Seventy five thousand children and their 
parents patronized these schools each year, and learned 
the values of nursery education.~ 
1/ Mary D. Davis 1 Schools for Children under Six . 
Federal Security Agency. Washington 1 1947 1 p. 42-46. 
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The number and attendance of laboratory nurseries 
increased during the same period, as did private, 
tuition-supported schools. 
The work of groups such as the Child Study As-
sociation, the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, 
the American Child Health Association, the American 
Home Economics Association, the American Association 
of University Women, the Office of Education, contri-
buted to the ,g rowing focus of attention on the develop-
ment and education of the young child. It was during 
the war years, however, that the nursery movement 
expanded most rapidly and under most pressure. 
The economic, geographic and personal dislocations 
of that period, and the real need for mothers in the 
working forces made nurseries and nursery schools 
necessary -with or without regulated standards. 
The Children's Bureau assumed some responsibility. 
A conference on Day Care of Children of Working Mothers 
was held in the summer of 1 941. Expert advice resulted 
in the publication of Standards for Day Care of Chi ldren 
of Working Mothers. This pamphlet was published in 
February, 1942, containing suggestions for specific 
childhood physical needs and educational guidance. 
In 1 942 , the Lanhfu~ Act authorized the use of 
federal funds to organize nurseries and day care centers. 
Overall surveys of existing child care centers through-
out the country became necessary, as did some form of 
minimum requirements. 
Some communities conducted their own investigation 
of nursery standards and set up their own licensing 
procedures. Research by the Mayor's Committee on the 
Wartime Care of Children in New York in 1 943 disclosed 
wide variations in nursery practice. Standards varied 
from hopelessly inadequate to highest professional 
excellence. Of the approximately five hundred agencies 
caring for 18 ,000 ch ildren, not more than one half 
had applied for the out-dated permit. Some a gencies 
were hostile to the development of the city's Day Care 
Unit licensing plan, others welcomed standardization 
and the assistance of licensing consultants. An 
elaborate licensing and educational program was set 
up and enforced through the municipal Health Depart-
ment.ll 
Similar investigations and standardization pro-
grams have been conducted in several other cities. 
Although Lanham Ac t Funds were withdrawn in 1946, 
the ne ed for a large scale nursery program had been 
felt. Many of the wartime a gencies closed, but many 
others continued on different financial bases. Nursery 
1J The Day Care of Little Children in a Big City, Rep ort 
of the Child Welfare League of America, Inc., New 
York, 1946. 
I 
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costs which had been met by the federal government 
were assL~ed by municipalities, private individuals, 
cooperative and civic groups.Y lVIany states took legis-
lative action to permit nursery schools in the public 
school syst ems.Y The number of nurseries and nursery 
schools dropped but by no means receded to the prewar 
level. 
There is no indication that the movement will 
decrease in the predictable future. Increasingly, 
women continue to work after t heir children are born. 
Hei ghtened divorce rates 1 war deaths 1 the changing 
status of American women are contributory factors. 
The recently increased birthrate 1 crowded housing 1 
a decrease in domestic service are other factors which 
contribute to the probab le growth of the nursery move-
ment and the increasing necessity for safeguarding 
young children in nursery groups by adequate legis-
lation. 
An examination of present r equirements must con-
sider specific aspects of nursery plant and program 
and intangible factors of the curricu lum - and it 
1/ IYiary D. Davis, "Extended School Services", Education 
for Victory (June, 1 944 ) 2:8-9. _ 
gj Ivlary D. Davis, "State Legislative Action for Young 
Children", School Life (January, 1946) 28:30. 
II Is 
must be preceded by a clarification of what education 
at the nursery age level is for and what it can do. 
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CHAPTER II 
Su~~y OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The ultimate aims of nursery school education 
are contained in a statement by Dr. Brock Chisholm,1/ 
Secretary of the World Health Organization. 
It is clear that there are enormous numbers 
of adults in the world who lack security, who 
have lacked security from infancy, and because 
of that lack of security are available as follow-
ers specifically of those people who have exces-
sive needs for power, who have neurotic needs 
for leadership, who have vast needs for indivi-
dual personal importance and prestige •••• It becomes 
clear that the first necessity is to produce a 
degree of security in small children that will 
make it unnecessary for them to search for security 
in peculiar and unworkable ways when they become 
adults. 
Barbara Biber more specifically articulates the 
educator's purp ose in early childhood education:g/ 
The new school is intent upon educating a 
gene~ation of citizens to whom indifference to 
the world's problems is impossible. Wbat they 
learn matters only a little. What matters most 
is that they shall be left with newer, broader 
feelings about themselves - feeli ngs of power 
and strength on which to construct the feeling 
. that the world is theirs, - to understand, to 
influence, to recreate. 
1/ Brock Chisholm, 11A New Look at Child Health", (a 
reprint) The Child, Children's Bureau, Department of 
Labor, (May, 1948) P• 3. 
g/ Barbara Biber, Nursery School Education. Bank Street 
Publications. 
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Much professional writing further amplifies the 
psychological values of the nursery group and outlines 
specific and intangible program factors which ma k e 
possible the achievement of Dr. Chisholm's purposes. 
A bibliography of' material surveyed follows this 
chapter. In all of the writing , the achievement and 
maintenance of the individual's security is considered 
the core of the nursery program. 
The transition from home to nursery, from in-
dividual to group member is a tentative period in 
the child's life, during which time security may easily 
be damag ed or lost. Once this transition has been 
safely made, personal security increases in many ways 
in a g ood nursery program. Dorothy Baruch l/ lists 
the psychological benefits. 
Security increases in belong ing to a group 
outside the home. There is an opportunity to 
develop independence, to achieve success and to 
meet defeat. The child has the opportunity to 
develop accurate, usable concepts leading towards 
his own adequacy. 
Individual circumstances may make preschool ed-
ucation undesirable for some children, but research 
has indicated that better health, personal hab its 
and routines and improved social development are en-
courag ed by attendance in a well run nursery group.g/ 
1/ Dorothy Baruch, Parents and Chilcren Go to School. 
Scott, Foresman and Company. New York, 1939 1 p. 186. 
g/ Planning for America's Children. Office of Education, 
F.S.A. Washington 1948 n. 1. 
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A child's security is a lso increased by the nursery 
school's answer to practical and emotional needs of 
the parents , an answer which may make it possible for 
parents to provide a good home atmosphere)/ 
A child of two and a half to three years is usually 
old enough to derive the maximum benef it from a nursery 
program but, in the final analysis, it is the indi-
vidual's own degree of development which determines 
the proper entrance date. The New York State Council 
has stated it well •••• "when nursery school attendance 
benefits him and is enjoyed by him after the first 
weeks of necessary adjustment •••• Until this age is 
reached, he should not be permitted to remain in the 
situation. rrg/ 
The Subcommittee on Standards and Services for 
Day Care , even under wartime pressure , was unanimous 
in its opinion that children under two should not be 
in group care.~ 
This , then, is nursery school education; a security-
building group program desi gned to assist in the total 
1/ Winif red Allen and Doris Campb ell, Creative Nursery 
Center. Family Service Association of America. New 
York, 1 948, p. 39-47. 
g/ Good Education for Young Children . 
Council for Early Childhood Education . 
p. 15. 
New York State 
New York, 1948, 
~ Standards for the Day Care of Children of Working 
Mothers. Children 1s Bureau , Department of Labor. 
Washington, 1942, p. 7. 
/ 
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development of the child between two and a half years 
and k ind ergarten a ge. 
In a summary of g ood educational practices for 
children of this age , nursery programs must be evalu-
ated from three viewpoints: physical safety of indi-
vidual and group; educational provisions of the program, 
both tangible and theoretical; the overall aims and 
ideals of the program. 
Physical safety of individual and group.- - Catherine 
Landreth notes that the physical safety factor must 
precede all other requirements of a nursery progrma.ll 
An adequate medical health program is based on 
the admission of children who are physically f it, and 
plans to maintain and improve that physical entrance 
standard. Examinations are detailed and periodic. 
A pre-admission physical examination by a licensed 
physician includes physical examination, family his-
tory, information on routines. Vaccination, recent 
immunizations or booster shots are also required. A 
dental exffi~ination is also considered desirable by 
most authorities. Chest x-rays and vaginal smears 
are to be consider ed routine requirements if there 
is any suggestion of their necessity. 
A variety of periodic examinations serve to keep 
l/ Catherine Landreth, Education of the Young Child. 
John Wiley and Sons. New York , p. 71. 
a clearly recorded piqture of each child's physical 
well-being. Brief monthly checks of hei ght and weight 
indicate general physical condition~ and are supplement-
ary to complete semi-annual physical examinations. Such 
check-ups may be made by family or school doctor. 
A post-illness examination before re-admission 
is essential. A daily pre-entrance inspection is con-
sidered standard practice. (Most authorities feel that 
this inspection may be conduc ted by a teacher or staff 
member~ who has received special training for the 
purpose.) It is also assumed that teachers will be 
able to detect early symptoms of illness in their 
everyday contact with the children. 
Records of all health information should be 
availab le to the staff and used by them in daily con-
tacts with both child and family. 
There must be building facilities and sufficient 
staff to permit the isolation of any child who needs 
to be alone~ for reasons of illness or emotional dis-
turbance until he can be called for by parent or guar-
dian. 
A hi gh standard of health is also required of 
the staff. A complete pr e -employment medical exami-
nation is a customary requirement including chest x-ray. 
Most authorities insist on annual health examinations 
[j _1 . 
for staff members - some would require special food-
handlers licenses for kitchen personnel. 
A perfect health program would require elaborate 
professional staff; most educators would like to see 
each preschool unit equipped with medical, psychiatric, 
social work and nutrition experts. In reality, few 
pro grams can afford this. It is suggested that the 
generalized education of well-trained teachers be 
supplemented by a variety of consultant arrangements, -
professionals employed part-time, cooperation with 
community agencies, etc. 
The health program also includes the school plant, 
in all aspects of construc tion . 
General agreement has been reached by most au-
thorities on desirable even minimal requirements for 
nursery plants . Standards included here represent 
a consensus of professional opinion. 
The location must be set up within reasonable 
reach of its clientele. Traveling t ime is an important 
factor in the well - being of preschool children; suthori-
ties consider one half hour to be maximum transporta-
tion time. 
The site should provide air, sun and quiet. If 
possible, it should be removed from major traffic 
areas. The building must fulfill any local and state 
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requirements concerning zoning, building and construe-
tion, sanitation, fire and safety. 
The first floor is obviously preferable for the 
operation of a nursery program. Location on the second 
floor or above is permissible only when the building 
is completely fir eproofed and an insulated fire es-
cape is provided. Basement nurseries require special 
remodelling to eliminate drafts, damp, and to provide 
satisfactory ventilation and sunlight. A basement 
used for nursery purposes must have at least three 
feet of its wall height above ground. 
Room size and layout affects both the physical 
well-being of the children and the effectiveness of 
the program. It is generally accepted that thirty-
five square feet of indoor floor space is required 
for each child, three hundred cubic feet of air space. 
This space permits a good program of indoor physical 
activities and provides sufficient rest space, two 
feet between cots.ll 
An isolation area where any child who is ill or 
disturbed may be completely separated from the group 
is an obviously important construction poi.nt, from 
the viewpoint of both individual and group. 
1/ Standards for the Day Care for Children of Working 
Mothers. Children's Bureau, Department of Labor. 
Washington, 1942, p. 7-10. 
Toilet and lavatory facilities are an additional 
important construction problem, affecting physical 
health and the development of routines. One toilet 
per ten p~eschool children is now generally considered 
to be a minimum. The proper size of equipment is 
important. Ideally, toilet facilities should adjoin 
indoor and outdoor play space. Separate toilet facili-
ties for the staff should be available. 
The food and water problem is important. There 
must be space, storage and equipment suitable for 
sanitary food preparation. Storage space for food, 
medical supplies, play equipment, personal equipment 
such as toilet articles, rest mats, - is required. 
Small construction details reflect the health 
and safety program. Widely separated means of egress 
and outward opening doors are important safety factors. 
Electrical outlets and locks should be out of children's 
reach or protect ed ; heating devices must be insulated, 
varying floor levels and trapdoors should be eliminated 
or protected. 
Building materials should be considered for safe-
ty and sanitation. Lead free paint, shatterproof 
glass, non-spl i nter materials - are all general health 
and safety factors. 
Natural sunlight is the most desirable nursery 
lighting, but obviously must be supplemented with 
adequate artificial li ghting , especially designed to 
avoid eyestrain. Although the desirable amount of 
window space is determined by the climate, the ratio 
of window space to floor should never be less than 
one to four. The circulation of outside air through 
children's rooms is an obvious health essential, as 
is draft protection. seasonal screening and protective 
devices for children at all low windows. 
Children's rooms must be maintained at an even 
temperature for best physical health. Most experts 
agree that there should be a requirement of seventy 
de grees or less, and measured at a point twenty-eight 
inches from the floor. 
Requirements for the outdoor play area are a 
little less stringent than those for indoor nursery 
space. It is most important from a physical health 
standpoint that there be sufficient outdoor space -
seventy-five square feet per child is the advised 
amount - and that it be both usable and safe. It must 
obviously be enclosed. It should adjoin the play 
rooms whenever possible in order to permit maximum 
use of the play yard and maximum independence to the 
children. Other factors contributing to the maximum 
use of the outdoor play yards are : overhead protection 
so that at least a portion of the yard will be 
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available even in stormy weather; adequate drainage; 
sunshine and shade throughout the day; a variety of 
surfacing s permitting different activities. Desirable 
qualifications include planting around the edges of the 
play yard leaving central space for free and vigorous 
play. The planting should be of a type which does not 
attract insects. 
Health is an important consideration in daily 
planning of a nursery program, and in the grouping of 
children. Educators vary in the d e gree of i mportance 
placed upon fixed schedules, but there is universal 
agre ement that in every preschool program there should 
be at least one morning rest period for half-day schools 
and a morning rest and an afternoon nap for all pro-
grams lasting through lunch. 
Experts also are a greed on the necessity for 
nutritional requ irements. Such requir ements are minimal 
for the morning groups, consisting only of a mid-
morning lunch of a citrus juice or milk and crackers. 
It is felt that preschool ch ild ren cannot function 
effectively in a group without this midmorning feedin g . 
Nutritional requirements become more strict as the 
nursery program lengthens. Full or three-quarter day 
progr ams shou l d have two between meal snac ks, and a 
hot noon meal providing a generous p ortion of a young 
child 's calori e and vitamin need. There is a great 
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need for careful supervision of each child's total 
diet in the full-day programs. Some authorities suggest 
the weekly posting of menus in addition to careful 
general cooperation between home and school concerning 
nutrition plans for the child . 
Some fee l that there must be d irect professional 
guidanc e of nutritional programs in all long-day pro-
grams; others recommend the use of publications such 
as F ood for Young Children in Group Care published by 
the Federal Security Agency . In any case, nutritional 
planning is accepted as a basic need for minimum security 
and g ood health. 
In the eyes of most educators 1 the size of a 
preschool group represents a real health and safety 
factor, as well as an educational and social one. The 
numbers of preschool children who may be succ e ssfully 
and safely taught by a qualified individual have become 
fairly well standardized by professional opinion; no 
more that eight two-year olds 1 no more than twelve 
three-year olds, fifteen four-year olds, twenty -f ive-
year olds can be in the charge of one qualified adult. 
It is also standard re quirement that any group , no 
matter how small, must have at least two qualified 
adults in charge .11 
1/ Allen and Campbell, op . cit., p. 137. 
Educational provisions of the program.-- The 
second level of requirements - the educational program, 
the concept of the curriculum and its interpretation -
is considerably less tangible and consequently much 
more difficult to legislate. The curriculum has been 
defined as "all that a school does."Y 
Harriet Johnson g/ has briefly outlined the aims 
of the nursery curriculum •••• 11Stability in physical 
and nervous structure, plus stability in affective 
response will result in an adequately functioning 
human being •••• " 
Long range curriculum aims have been more fully 
stated in 11The Theory of Early Childhood Education" 
. y' 
by John Anderson. 
Our society is a democratic society. Early 
childhood education, therefore, is democratic 
in principle. It recognizes the dignity of the 
individual and stresses cooperative and volun-
tary effort rather than control by domination 
and force. In a democratic society, goals are 
determined by the mutual consent of the members. 
Because a democratic training program assumes 
1f Finis Engleman and Harriet Nash, "Organization, 
Administration, and Finance", National Society for 
the Study of Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, Part II. 
National Society for the Study of Education. Chicago, 
1947, p. 378. 
g/ Harriet Johnson, School Begins at Two. New Re-
public Series. New York, 1936, p. 68. 
y' John Anderson, 11The Theory of Early Childhood Ed-
ucation", National .Society for the Study of Education, 
Forty-Sixth Yearbook, Part II. National Society for 
the S.tudy of Education, Chicago, 1947, P• 70. 
that its members can take responsibility and 
meet obligations, it gives freedom to them. 
In a democratic society, children are trained 
for responsibility, personal decision and choice. 
The New York State Council for Early Childhood 
Education has amplified curriculum needs, listing a 
six-point program designed to fulfill the develop-
mental needs of the preschool child. Criteria for 
a suitable curriculum include the child's need to be 
accepted for himself at any stage in his growth; the 
child's need for a satisfactory relationship with his 
peers; the child's need for the use of materials and 
the use of his own physical equipment; the child's 
need for a well-planned but flexible program; the 
child's need for good teachers; the child's need for 
learning through play.ll 
"It is evident, then, that the curriculum must 
be developed from the child, rather than the child 
fitted to the curriculum, if emotional security is 
to grow. 11Y Curriculum aims will be evidenced in 
the nursery's physical design, equipment, program 
and staff. 
Building and room layout may be said to be suitable 
for early education when their structure encourages 
i/ Good Education for Young Children. 
Council for Early Childhood Education. 
P• 8-15. 
g/ Baruch, op. cit., p. 253. 
New York State 
New York, 1948, 
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independence, social intercourse, and free physical 
activity. The same principles apply to nursery equip-
ment. Furnishings desi gned for the nursery child will 
make his school his world and permit him to develop 
without restriction. The size, construction or variety 
of nursery furnishings must never of themselves pro-
hibit their use. 
Many lists of suitable play equipment are avail-
able from appropriate government and professional 
agencies. It seems unnecessary to include a detailed 
list here. In general, nursery equipment should include 
locomotor toys, boxes, blocks, crates, climbing and 
pulling equipment. Smaller equipment includes fur-
nishings for house play, costumes, etc. Manipulative 
equipment, finger dexterity toys - paints, clay, a 
variety of small creative materials such as crayons, 
paste, etc., are essential to the development of cre-
ative activity. Carpentry equipment is extremely 
desirable for the older a ge groups. Books and musical 
equipment vary in type for age groups, but are essential 
for all programs. The choice of play materials is 
important because it is through play that the child 
develops motor and language control, channels self-
expression into a constructive outlet, gains satis-
faction and self-respect in tangible accomplishment. 
20 
The educational value of the equipment will be affected 
by teaching methods, but lack of proper equipment can-
not be overcome by the highest caliber of teaching. 
The program should be flexib le, its form shaped 
by the sea son, the climate, the a ge and capacities 
of the group, the length of the nursery day. A se-
quence of events is more important than the hour at 
which events occur· )J ,gj 
Frequent revisions of schedule are necessary to 
the maximum overall develop~1ent of young children. 
A new term, return after an illness, another child 
at home - all these adjustments may require flexi-
bility in planning to meet changing emtional needs. 
The now commonplace admission plan, in which entries 
are staggered, and each mother remains until her 
child's security in the new experience has developed, 
is an example. 
Specific daily program needs mentioned by ed-
ucators include time and space forspontaneous inde-
pendent activity, development of personal routines, 
outdoor and indoor, individual and group play, and, 
above all, sufficient time for each activity. 
1/ Elizabeth Fullerft "Practices and Resources in Early 
Childhood Education', .National Society for the Study 
of Education, Forty~Sixth Yearbook, Part II. National 
Society for the Study of Education. Chicago, 1947, p. 126. 
gj Allen and Campbell, op. cit., p. 72. 
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Alternation of quiet and active play provides a needed 
rest throughout the daily program. Other program 
requirements are that it be appropriate to the group; 
fit into available physical space; allow time for the 
teacher's additional responsibilities.ll 
The best understanding and consequently best child 
development, a close relationship between parents and 
school is necessary. A home-school program may be 
a parent-education program, teaching the concepts of 
the nursery as a supplement to the home, which is the 
developmental viewpoint of modern day nursery education. 
Hazel Gabbard g/ suggests: 
•••• appropriate lectures by specialists; ed-
ucational programs such as study groups, motion 
picture and library exhibits, parent-teacher 
meetings consisting of informal discussions 
between teachers and parents to discuss mutual 
problems. Parent participation in the actual 
operation of the nursery - in building and e-
quipment maintenance, kitchen operations, office 
work, classroom assistance, transportation •••• is 
another way of strengthening home-school relations. 
Specific teacher-parent contacts are nuraerous; 
initial application conference, parent-teacher-child 
application conference, during graduated entrance period, 
casual daily contacts, post-entrance conference for 
l/ Standard for Day Care of Children of Working Mothers. 
Children's Bureau, Department of Labor. Washington, 
1942, p. 4. 
g/ Hazel Gabbard, Working with Parents. Federal Security 
Agency, Bulletin 1948, ~o. 7, p. 20-21. 
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home-school guidance cooperation, reports. These 
contacts actually are a minimal parent relations pro-
gram; it may be enlarged in many ways. 
As in .the children's program, the parent relations 
program must be flexible and appropriate to the group. 
The careful maintenance of an appropriate, cumu-
lative record system will contribute to effective child 
guidance, programming , parent guidance. The larger 
the nursery, the more important it is to have concise 
information concerning each child readily available 
to staff members. 
Specific types of records recommended are: appli-
cation, medical, psychological, psychiatric examinations, 
interviews and summaries, emergency releases, periodic 
reports or summaries of progress, a cumulative record 
sheet containing information on all parent contacts, 
observations, etc. The daily attendance file is fre-
que ntly a local health requirement. 
Overall aims and ideals of the program.-- The 
third section of nursery programming presents diffi-
culty in summarization and regulation. Administrative 
and personnel· factors penetrate all activities of a 
nursery but elude definition and standardization. 
The Citizen's Committee in New York has outlined 
theoretical and practical administrative principles, 
23 
as follows:Y 
A primary focus on the well-being of the child. 
A form of program reflecting community needs 
and using community resources. 
Continuing competent guidance . 
The acceptance of responsibility by the oper-
ating group for specific policy requirements. 
The obtaining of sufficient funds to carry 
on a satisfactory program. 
Obtaining a competent staff with clearly de-
fined areas of responsibility. 
Constant re-evaluations, based on current 
professional progress. 
No single specification exists for size and form 
of administrative body. It is generally asslrned that 
only in very unusual cases can all administrative 
responsibilities be competently assumed by one person; 
in general, the supervision of these functions should 
be the task of a Board of Directors , its size determined 
by the organizat ion and the community. Desirab le 
characteristics for a Board of Directors and its ac-
tivities are agreed to be:g/ 
Cooperative decisions affecting administration 
policy. 
Individual contributions of efforts to the 
program of the nursery by members of the Board. 
Regular meetings for the maintenance of a 
high degree of administrative sup ervision. 
A variety of professional and personal back-
grounds and community affiliations. 
Some authorities feel that the integration of the 
1/ Group Living of Children. Citizen~' Committee on 
Children of New York City. New York, 1 948. 
g/ Design for Day Nursery Living. Philadelphia As-
sociation of Day Nurseries . Philadelphia, 1948 1 p. 12. 
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school with the community should be insured by the 
coordination of the school with another community 
agency.l/ In any case, there must be inter-relation 
and interaction between school and social agencies.g/ 
It is also felt by the authorities quoted that 
nursery school administrators are resp onsible for the 
incorporation of the child developmental concept into 
all practices of the nursery and for the communication 
and interpretation of this concept to all appropriate 
sections of the community. 
Personal selection is an administrative responsi-
bility: - one which will affect the total program. 
Authorities cannot give complete personnel qualifications. 
Minimal prof-essional requirements, basic personnel 
practices are definable. Good physical health is an 
important and specific qualification for all nursery 
personnel, one which may be standardized and examined. 
It is also agreed that a specified academic background 
in a variety of fields , gives a sui table basis for 
understanding the whole child: - child psychology, 
home relations, community resources, child develop-
ment, nutrition, literature, music, preschool play 
1J Essentials of Nursery Education. National Associ-
ation for Nursery Education . Chicago , 1948, p. 25. 
g/ Rose Alschuler, Children's Centers. William Morrow 
and Company . New York, 1942, p. 16-23. 
'I 
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materials, institutional management. Pra~tice teaching 
is considered an essential part of teacher training. 
Additional qualifications for administrative personnel 
vary with the circumstances of the organization. 
But personnel selection must additionally be 
based on intangible qualifications. Some of those 
suggested by the Philadelphia Association of Day Nur-
series, t'he National Association for Nursery Education, 
the Citizens' Committee of Children of New York City, 
and outstanding professional wor kers are as follows: 
Emotional maturity, stability, consistency of 
attitude and method. 
The capacity to understand both children and 
parents, and to participate actively in their com-
munity. 
High personnel requirements, both specific and 
intangible, should be balanced by equally high stan-
dard employment practices, and a suitable professional 
recognition for staff members. 
Minimum personnel practices are : 
Sufficient personnel for the satisfactory oper-
ation of the program. 
Clearly outlined job areas and responsibilities. 
Contracts stipulating salary, vacations, terminal 
arrangements, health regulations, insurance policies, 
retirement plans and any other pertinent facts. 
Opportunities for in-service training will con-
tribute to good morale as well as the increasing value 
of the nursery program. 
These specific requirements for the personnel 
program form only the basis for innumerable intangible 
and unlegislatable factors equally essential to the 
formulation and maintenance of a good nursery program. 
During the past quarter century, there has been 
a gradual acceptance of the fact that such nursery 
programs as are describ ed in the preceding pages do 
constitute education and that, as such, they are a 
public responsibility. "A good nursery school is an 
educational institution, not an agency primarily for 
physical care. As such, it is appropriately a respon-
sibility of public education and should be provided 
in the same way as are school facilities for other 
groups. 11U 
The existing nursery movement falls into three 
principal divisions - t he private schools, financed 
by tu i tions, endowments for research, etc _.; the phil-
anthropic progra-m , often called 11day care centre, 11 
financed largely by community a gencies and designed 
1/ Bess Goodykoontz, "Nursery Education," National 
Society for the Study of Education, Forty-Sixth Year-
book, Part II. National Society for the Study of 
Education, Chicago, 1947, p. 62. 
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for the lower income group ; nursery schools within 
the public school systems. Ivlany states provide per-
missive l egislation for public nursery schools, but 
since this legislation does not provide funds for 
operation, the number of such schools is limited.1/ 
Thus, the majority of today's nurseries and nursery 
schools remain under private auspices, individual or 
community. 
i/ Mary D. Davis, Schools for Children Under Six. 
United States Office of Education, Federal Security 
Agency. Bulletin No. 5, 1947, p. 12. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
In order to study and evaluate standards for oper-
ation of the three principal types of preschool educa-
tional facilities (nursery schools within the public 
school systems, day care centres and private nursery 
schools), the names of those in charge -of the Depart-
ments of Education, Health, and Welfare in the 48 states 
of the United States were obtained from government 
publications and private lists. A form letter requesting 
i r~ormation on state enforced standards for nursery 
schools was sent to each of these officials in August, 
1949. A copy of this letter appears in the Appendix, 
Exhibit I, page .11. Official replies and printed 
documents were obtained from 48 states concerning 
public school nurseries; from 47 states concerning 
private nursery schools; from 42 concerning day care 
centres. A list of the documents obtained appears 
in the Appendix, Exhibit II, page .~9. 
In some cases, the correspondence between the 
writer and the state officials concerning state reg-
ulations for nursery schools continued for some months, 
and contained the personal opinions of state authorities 
qn the preschool facilities of their states and the 
legal requirements concerning these facilities. In 
all cases where a reply was obtained at all, the i n -
formation given by state offi c ials was valid until 
January, 1950. 
The information on standards that was received 
was first divided in accordance with the type of school 
effected. This enabled the writer to compare the 
nursery practices requir ed for different kinds of 
nursery schools with the professional stand ards out-
lined in Chapter II. The writer divided nursery schools 
into three types, as follows: 
1. Public school nursery schools - nursery schools 
op erated in conjunction with an established pub lic 
school s ystem. 
2. Private nursery schools - ·nurser y schools 
privately financed, whether by tuition or otherwise, 
operated for profit or non-profit, for the purpose 
of educating the preschool child. 
3. Day care centres or day nurseries - organi-
zations operated under any financial arrangements for 
reasons of social service, desi gned to provide a home 
substitute for the young child. 
The information received was still further broken 
down for convenient tabulation int o the following 
categories: 
Departments having authority to regulate standards. 
Licensing procedures. 
Health requirements and safety factors. 
Educational programs. 
Personnel standards. 
Tables indicating the specifically required fac-
tors in these categories of nursery school procedure 
were made, including information on all three types 
of nursery schools. 
It was felt by the writer that an indication of 
\ 
state recognition of the need for nursery school 
regulation by geographical area mi ght be of interest. 
A map was accordingly set up (see page · .~~.) indicating 
states in which there is state s upervision of nursery 
school standards, and the types of schools so regulated. 
The geographical trends toward regulation of 
nursery school operation have been further amplified 
in Table I. Here the states have been bracketed into 
nine general areas. The tabulation indicates the 
type of school regulated and whether regulation is 
accomplished by unenforceable supervision or by licen-
sure. 
Additional tables describe the sections of the 
nursery programs which are included in state regulatory 
programs. 
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This survey of regulations for nursery school 
op eration does not include all types of re gulation 
affecting nursery school practice. Only state require-
ments are included. There are many county and municipal 
requirements, enforceable and suggested, which are 
not considered here. In some cases, such as in the 
New York City Day Care Unit, local regulation is highly 
effective. In other cases, local supervision only 
indicates a legal requirement that preschool organi-
zations meet general institutional standards for phy-
sical safety. 
This survey does not include regulations for 
kinder gartens. Kinder garten units have been relatively 
widely accepted as part of formal schooling. In con-
sequence, standards for kindergartens are better for-
mulated and more generally accepted than those for 
nursery schools. 
Nor does it include regulations for institutions 
providing 24 hour care in loco parentis, or the care 
and guidance , full or part-time, of mentally or phy-
sically deficient children. 
The plan of the study is to analyze state require-
ments for the operation of any organization or agency 
regularly accepting children of pre-kindergarten a g e, 
for any purpose , for all or any part of the day. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
In the analysis of the data obtained, it is help-
ful to note the geographical areas which have state-
imposed regulations for nursery school operation. The 
following map indicates the states having nursery school 
re gulations and the types of nursery schools so reg-
ulated. This map cannot be absolutely accurate, but 
it does give a helpful suggestion as to the areas where 
the need for state supervision of nursery standards . 
is r e cognized. The map of necessity contains certain 
omissions, as follows: 
1. There is no distinction shown between state 
supervision with and without licensure. 
2. The degree of legal support of state super-
vision of nursery programs is not shown. This mi ght 
be indicated by information on penalties for malprac-
tice, adequacy of inspections, etc. 
3. The map does not distinguish between partial 
and complete state licensure. (In Florida and Kentucky, 
for instance, state supervision covers only a few 
counties.) Partial supervision is shown as total 
coverage. 
\\l\\\\lllll\\\\\l\\1 
4. The map is additionally incomplete because 
not all states have replied conc erning their state 
regulations for all types of nursery schools. Forty-
eight states have given their standards on public 
nursery schools, 47 on private nursery schools, 42 
on day care centres. 
Tabulations showing the existence and types of 
licensing procedures for preschool facilities through-
out the country.-- Having obtained a fairly accurate 
view of the degree of state recognition of the need 
for nursery school regulation, it becomes important 
to know to what extent this general recognition of 
need has been supported by licensing procedures. 
Table I, which follows, gives general information 
by areas as well as facts in regard to licensing in 
specific states. 
In the nation's public school systems: 
Out of 48 State Departments of Public Instruction 
or Education, 48 replied. 
Out of 48 states, 19 or 39 per cent have some 
state legislation providing for the establishment of 
public nursery schools. Such legislation is permis-
sive, not mandatory. 
Out of these 19 states, 12 or 25 per cent of all 
of the states have state enforced standards of operation 
I 
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Table I 
States surveyed in 9 area groups to show existence and enforcement of regulations 
in public schools, private schools and day care centers. 
Public Schools Private Schools Day Care Centers 
: State State : License State : License 
Legis :Standards Superv. :Required Superv. :Required 
. !Statewide or P_artial Statewide or p_artial • New England _'+0~ . 20% 50% • 3~% 50% . -~~% . • . 
Maine 
-
. 
- -
. 
- -
. 
-
. . . 
New Hampshire 
-
. 
- -
. 
- -
. 
-
. . . 
Vermont 
-
. 
- -
. 
- -
. 
-
. . . 
Massachusetts X • X X • X X . X . . • 
Rhode Island X . 
- -
. 
-
X . X . • • Connecticut 
-
• 
-
X . 
-
X . 
-
. . . 
Middle Atlantic 100% . 50% 67% • 67% 100% • 100% . . . 
New York X . 
- -
. 
-
X . X . . . 
New Jersey X . X X • X X . X • • . 
Pennsylvania X . 
-
X . X X . X . • . 
E.N. Central _tiO__% : _QO~ 100__% • _tiO__% 100% . 75% . . 
Ohio 
-
• 
-
X • X . . . . 
Indiana X • X X . X X . X • . . 
Illinois X . X X . 
-
X • . . .
lvf ichigan X . X X . X X . X . . . 
\visconsin X • 
-
X : X X . X . . 
vJ .N. Central 14-% . 0% 4-3% . 4-3% 100% . 100% . . . 
- Hinnesota X . 
-
X . X X . X . . • 
Iowa 
-
. 
- -
. 
-
X . X . . . 
Missouri 
-
: 
- -
. 
-
X . X . . 
N. Dakota 
-
: 
- -
• 
-
X . X . . 
s. Dakota ~ . 
- -
. 
-
. 
. . . 
Nebraska 
-
. 
-
X . X X . X . . . 
Kansas 
-
• 
-
X . X X . X . . . 
South Atlantic 29__% . 0% 63% . 63% 'Zl_%_ . 71% • . • 
-
• 
-
.
X . 
-
. 
X . 
-
. 
-
• 
• -
-
• 
-
. 
-
. 
-
. 
-
. 
. 
-
West Virginia - . - X X X X 
e • e • 
I 
' 
' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
• 
e e e 
Table I - Continued 
I 
Public Schools Private Schools 
: State State : License 
Legis. : Standard Superv. :Required 
: Statewide ar Partial 
E.§. Central 50% . 50% 100% . 100% . • 
Kentucky 
-
. 
-
X . X . . 
Tennessee X . X X . X . . 
Alabama 
-
: 
-
X . X . 
Mississiimi X . X X . X . . 
\AI .s. Central 50% . 509o 50% : 25% . 
. 
Arkansas 
-
. 
- -
• 
-• . Louisiana 
-
. 
-
. X : 
-
Oklahoma X . X 
-
. 
-
. . 
Texas X . X X • X . . 
Hountain 0_.%_ : 0%_ 5Q% . 3B% . 
Hontana 
-
. 
-
X . X . • 
Idaho 
-
. 
- -
. 
-
. . 
itlyoming 
-
: 
- -
: 
-
Colorado 
-
. 
-
X . X . . 
N e1.v Nexico 
-
. 
-
X • 
-
. .
Arizona 
-
. 
- -
. 
-
. . 
Utah - . • - X . X . 
Nevada 
-
. 
- -
• 
-
. . 
Pacific 100% . 100% 100% • 100% . . 
\·lashington X • X . • • 
Oregon X . X X • X . • 
California X . X X : X . 
-
Day Care Centers 
State : License 
Superv. :Required 
State\vide or Partial 
100% . 100% . 
X . X • 
X . X . 
X . X . 
X . X . 
33% . 33% . 
-
• 
-
. 
• . 
-
. 
-
. 
X • X • 
75% . 6_i% . 
X • X • 
X • X . 
-
. 
-
. 
X • X . 
X • 
-• 
X . X . 
X . X . 
-
• 
-• 
100% • 100% • 
. 
. 
X . X • 
X : X 
I 
I 
I 
e 
•) 
:4.~T · t 
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for nurseries within the public schools. 
Twenty-five per cent of the 48 states have spe-
cial requirements for the operation of public nursery . 
schools . 
In the nation's private nursery schools: 
Out of the 48 State Departments of Health, Wel-
fare or Education, 47, all except for Washington, 
replied. 
Out of 47 states, private nursery schools in 29 
states are supervised throughout all or part of the 
state by a state agency. 
Out of 47 states, nursery school standards in 
25 states are enforced by licensing procedures. 
Out of 47 states, 18 have no supervision at all 
for private nursery schools. 
Sixty-two per cent of the 47 states replying have 
some supervision (entire state or repr es entative counties) 
for the operation of private nursery schools. 
Fifty-three per cent of the 47 states replying 
have licensure (statewide or representative counties) 
for the operation of private nursery schools. 
In the nation's day care centers: 
Out of 48 State Departments of Health, Welfare 
or Education, 42 replied. 
Out of 42 states, nurs eries in 32 states are 
supervised throughout all or part of the state by 
a state agency. 
Out of 42 states, nursery standards in 30 states 
are enforced by lice~eing procedures. 
Out of 42 states, in 10 states there is no super-
vision. 
Seventy-nine per cent of the 42 states replying 
have statewide supervision of day care center practice. 
Seventy-one per cent of the 42 states replying 
have enforceable requirements for day care center 
practice. 
It is interesting to note the amount of regulation 
by the states by geographical area: 
In the public school system: 
None Supervision of Standardf 
Mountain ffiiddle Atlantic, Pacific 
East North Central 
None 
East South Central 
West South Central 
New England 
South Atlantic 
W. N. Central 
In the Private Nursery Schools: 
Supervision of Standards 
Pacific, E. N. Central 
E. S . Central 
Middle Atlantic 
South Atlantic 
New England, ~ . s. Central 
Enforcement of 
Standards 
Pacific 
East North Central 
Middle Atlantic 
E. c. Central 
W. S. Central 
New England 
Enforcement of 
Standards 
Pacific , E. S. Centr 
E.N. Central 
Middle Atlantic 
South Atlantic 
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None 
Supervision of Standards 
Mountain 
W. N. Central 
In the Day Care Centers: 
Supervision of Standards 
Pacific, E. S . Central 
W. N. Central, E. N. Central 
Middle Atlantic 
Mountain 
South Atlantic 
W. S. Central 
Enforcement of 
Standards 
W. N. Central 
Mountain 
New England 
W. S . Central 
Enforcement of 
Standards 
Pacific, E. S . 
Central 
W. N. Central, 
Middle Atlantic 
E. N. Central 
South Atlantic 
Mountain 
W. s. Central, 
New England 
This listing indicates that insofar as amount 
and percentage of regulations g overning all types of 
preschool education is conc erned, the Pacific, East 
North Central , Middle At lantic and East South Central 
areas, in that order, outrank other sections of the 
country in adequacy of control. 
The following tabulations concern themselves with 
standards throughout the country as a whole. 
In the interpretation of these tables, it should 
be noted that p ermissive legislation for public nursery 
schools i s comparable to licensing standards for pri-
vate institutions. Public nursery schools are under 
the general district supervision provided for the whole 
public school system, and standards are set by the 
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discretion and judgment of local authorities. 
Table 2. Supervision of Early Childpood Education 
Indicating Departments Responsible for 
Supervision and 'rheir Licensing Power. 
No.of Have Re- J..',;duca- Wel- Health State-Part 
States Super-quire tion fare Dept. wide State 
Reply- visionLi- Dept. Dept. Super-Super-
ing cense visionvision 
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) - (5) (6) (7) (s) (9) 
Public 48 19 12 19 19 
Private 47 29 25 . 6 17 6 27 
Day Care 43 35 30 2 27 6 30 
Of the six sets of standards written by the Board 
of Education and the six by the Health Departments for 
the private nursery schools, only four in each cate-
gory are enforceable by license. 
Of the five sets of standards for Day Care Centers 
which cannot be enforced, one is from the Department 
of Education, one from the Welfare Department, three 
from the Health Department. 
All nursery schools within the public school 
systems are invariably under the control of the Board 
of Education of the state. All immediate supervision 
of such nursery schools falls naturally to the local 
Board of Education. In 12 states, however, permissive 
legislation for public nursery schools has been accom-
panied by special operatlng standards and licensing 
2 
2 
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procedures and local supervision is based on state 
requirements especially desi gned for the preschool 
child. 
Supervision of private nursery schools and day 
care centers is not consistently the responsibility 
of any one state department. In the majority of cases, 
regulation and enforcement comes through the Welfare 
Department. 
For the remainder, in half the states, supervision 
in private nursery schools is divided between the 
Health and Education Departments equally. 
In day care centers, most of the supervision c omes 
from e i ther Welfare Department or Health Department, 
and in only one state, Connecticut, are standards 
regulated solely by the Department of Education. 
Totaling the regulations, enforceable and suggested, 
in both private schools and day care centers, there 
are 61 sets of standards. In s p ite of professional 
opinion that all group care of young children is ed-
ucation, only seven of these sets of standards are 
made by Boards of Education, while 11 are made by 
state Health Departments and 43 by State Welfare De-
partments. 
The continui ng supervision of day care centers 
by State Welfare Departments is natural since these 
4:t 
organizations were originally established as substitutes 
' . 
for home li f e . Private nursery s chools , however , have 
been organiz ed for educational purposes , although 
their standards are als o regulated by the Welfare 
Department . 
Table 3 . Identical Regul ations for Private Nursery 
Schools and Day Care Centers . 
States By With License By By By 
Having I den- Iden- Re- Heal th Wel - Educa-
Super- tical tical quired Dept . fare t ion 
vision Agency Stand- Dept .Dept . 
for ards 
Both 
(1) ( 2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) ( 8 ) 
Day Care 
Centers 
and 26 22 22 18 3 14 1 
Private 
School s 
Li c ense Not Required 
3 0 1 
Table 3 indicates that , in spite of stated dif-
ferences in purposes of private nursery schools and 
day care centers , in the 22 states where regul ations 
for both types of organizations are governed by the 
same department , the standards for their operation 
are identical . The ma jority of these identical stan-
dards come f r om the State Welfare Departments, t he 
smal l est number from the Departments of Educat ion . 
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It is interesting to note that in the two states , 
Connecticut and New Jersey, which have identical reg-
ulations by the State Board of Education for both 
private nursery schools and day care centers, a li-
cense is required in only one of them . In Connecticut, 
state regulation by the Board of Education is merely 
supervisory , In New Jersey, where a license is re-
quired, regulations have been formulated by the State 
Board of Education in cooperation with the State Health 
Department. 
Of the 25 state licensing procedures for private 
nursery schools , 18 require the same standards for 
private schools as they do for day nurseries. 
The following table attempts to discover the 
supervisory influence of the State Departments of 
Education on all types of preschool faciltties . 
Table 4. Supervision by Boards of Education of Public 
School Nursery Schools, Private Nursery 
Schools and Day Care Centers . 
Number of General Board of Standards 
State De- Super- Education Enforced by 
partments vision Super- Board of 
Replying vision Education 
Licensure 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Public 48 19 19 12 
Private 47 29 6 4 
Day Care 43 35 2 1 
I 43 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Totals 137 83 26 17 =-J 
Table 4 indicates that the supervisory authority 
of State Boards of Education is slight. 
The fact that supervision is not provided by 
Education Departments does not necessarily decrease 
the educational value of the required standards. The 
specific requirements must be examined to evaluate 
their educational merits. The following tables 
evaluate existing state requirements in comparison 
with the nursery standards of professional educators 
as they are outlined in Chapter I. 
The study of these tables should be accompanied 
by the realization that required procedures are only 
as good as their interpretation and enforcement. 
There are legal loopholes which permit substan-
dard operations in both the interpretation and en-
forcement of requirements, and which negate the li-
censing program. For instance, both Massachusetts 
and Rhode Island license privately-run nursery schools. 
But nearly all private schools in these states may 
avoid licensing altogether. This is how it happens. 
A license is required for private nursery schools 
which are in operation for four or more continuous 
hours per day. Most private schools at the nursery 
level operate for only three hours per day . By such a 
minor technicality, private nursery schools may run 
without licensure, by virtue of the phrasing "continuous 
operation." A nursery school may provide a morning 
session, a break for lunch at home , and a full after-
noon session- without a state license! . It seems 
likely that many such technicalities exist in state 
regulations throughout the country, permitting school 
operation which does not meet the standards shown here. 
(These technical loopholes are gradually being done 
away with. The Mass achus etts legislature has recently 
passed legislation requiring licensure for all nursery 
schools, regardless of length of day. This law will 
go into effect at the end of the school year, 1950). 
Minimum state requirements for the health and 
safety of preschool children.-- Public school regula-
tions by the state have been difficult to evaluate. 
State legislation for public nursery education is 
usually permissive, leaving supervision to local school 
boards or principals . The actual number of nursery 
schools within the public school systems is very small. 
This may be due to several reasons: 
1. Permissive legislation for public school 
nurseries does not usually provide funds for their 
operation. This is a local responsibility, requiring 
local taxation. 
2. Local support for a comparati vely new field 
r1 
of education is difficult to obtain. 
3. Day care centers decrease the need for public 
school nursery schools. 
Lack of state determined regulation may be due 
to the assumption that local and state regulations 
for the upper grades are transferable to nursery groups. 
Consequently, the following tables are of value 
principally in that they indicate state supervision 
over specific procedures in private schools and day 
nurseries. 
Table 5. Physical Health Requirements in Public , 
Private and Day Care Nursery Schools as 
Specified by State Regulati ons. 
States States Licensing Preadmis- Periodic 
Reply- with s'ion ex- Follow-up 
ing Super- amination (Medical : 
vision (Physical) Examination) 
(1) (2) {3) {4) {5) (6) 
Public 48 19 3 
Private 47 29 25 22 13 
Day Care 43 35 30 29 20 
Isolation Daily Medical Staff Health 
Plan Inspec- Super- Requirements 
tion vision 
{7) tBJ {9) tlOJ 
Public 3 2 
Private 17 19 17 13 
Day Care 23 21 25 16 
L 
Preadmission physical examination.-- Slight ly 
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less than one half of all the states replying requ ire 
preadmission physical examinations for pupils . 
Of the Day Nursery regulations, a much hi gher 
proportion require preadmission examinations.. Of the 
30 states requiring licensure ror day nurseries, out 
of the 42 rep lying , 29 enforc e requirements for a 
preadmission medical examination. 
Periodic physical examinations.-- The requirements 
f'or periodic examinations is higher in Day Care Centers 
than in private schools. (Thirteen private school 
procedures list this requirement, and 20 Day Care 
Centers). It may be assumed that children attending 
private nursery schools are under the regular medical 
supervision of a family physician. 
Isolation plans.-- Seventeen out of twenty-nine 
programs for private schools, 23 out of 35 programs 
for day care centers require isolation facilities and 
program. The discrepancy between total day care center 
requirements and requirements including isolation 
facilities may be due in part to the fact that some 
state regulations include both day nurseries and foster 
homes. Higher isolation r equirements in day care 
centers than in private schools is to be expected, 
since private school pupils can usually be called for 
immediately in case of emergencies. 
4 '7 
Daily inspection and medical supervision.-- State 
requirements for daily inspection and special medical 
s upervision are hi gh in both private schools and day 
care centers. Caref ul health supervision is obviously 
recogni z ed as an i mp or tant factor in presc h ool p rograms. 
The fact that a smaller proportion of private 
sch ools than of day care centers is required by license 
to have outside medical assistance is quite understand-
able. Most children in attend ance at private nursery 
schools may be expected to hav e outside contact with 
physicians. Professional help required for private 
schools is more often specified as nutritional consul-
tant. 
Day care center requirements for special medical 
staff vary. Requirements may be for professi onal staff 
of consultants, or the services and supervision of the 
local health department and community a gencies. 
Nearly all state programs require pre-arrang ements 
for emer gency medical service. 
Staff health.-- All p ersonnel requirements include 
physical qualifications, but these requirements may 
be very hazy, - "the employee must be in good general 
health •••• " such indef inite regulations are not tabu-
lated here. These figures, 13 out of 29 in private 
schools, 16 out of 35 in day care centers, represent 
Ll8 
state requirements for pre-employment exarninations 1 
including a chest x-ray. There is a slightly higher 
staff health requirement in day nurseries than in 
private schools 1 but approximately one half of the 
organizations licensed in each category have specific 
health requirements , and approximately one half of 
the organizations requiring preadmission medical exami-
nations for children require them for the teaching 
staff. 
Table 6. General Health Program. 
States State State N'utri- Daily Train-
Reply- Super- Licen- tional Sche- ing in 
ing vision sure Re- dule Hygiene 
quire-
ments 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Public 48 19 4 3 1 
Private 47 29 25 23 13 15 
Day Care 43 35 30 29 14 20 
Nutritional requirements.-- Good nutritional 
standards in public nursery schools are probably trans -
ferable from regulations for the upper grades • . 
Nutritional requirements for day care centers 
are high , consistent and generally follow the stan-
dards advocated by Food for Young Children in Group 
Care 1 published by the Federal Security Agency, Children's 
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Bureau, 1947. 
It is to the credit of state authorities that such 
a large percentag e of procedures for private schools 
also include nutrition standards either by specific 
dietary requirements or by personnel requirements for 
nutritional consultation. 
This is in spite of the fact that many private 
nursery schools are half day programs, in which spe-
cific nutritional requirements are not necessary. 
Daily schedule.-- Authorities agree on the daily 
nursery schedule which produces highest physical and 
mental development. Such general scheduling includes 
the alternation of quiet and active, indoor and out-
door play, provisions for rest, midmorning lunches 
and personal routines. 
A general schedule is less frequently required 
than other aspects of the nursery program. The pro-
portion of private schools required to plan for a 
healthfu l daily schedule is g reater than that in day 
care centers. It is interesting that although require-
ments for specific health factors in private schools 
(building requirements, hazard protection, etc.) are 
often overlooked, these schools are required by law 
to adhere to advanced educational ideas of program 
planning. 
Day care center regulations seem to be less af-
fected by educational thinking about daily schedules 
and, in this way, are l egally permitted to retain 
the unscheduled program of small foster homes. 
Training in hygiene routines.-- All states, in 
which a general schedule is required, also require 
specific guidance in personal hygiene and routines. 
In addition, two states not requiring daily sche.dules 
in private schools demand training in personal routines, 
and six states not requiring daily programs for day 
care centers, specify hygiene training. 
Table 7. Safety Factors in Construction of Nursery 
Plant as Specified by Supervising State 
Agency. 
States State License Building Hazard 
Reply- Super- Require- Protection 
ing vision ments 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Public 48 19 12 4 3 
Private 47 29 25 24 16 
Day Care 43 35 30 29 19 
Li ght, Venti- Indoor Outdoor Constructed 
lation, Temper- Space Space Outdoor 
ature Require- 35 sq.ft.75 sq .ft .Space 
ments (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Public 3 
Private 20 19 15 16 
Day Care 27 23 25 18 
Building requirements.-- The lack of special 
B-'):_~:!_1, r Jnf,,r"'r -- i~y 
c·r~htx · of ~ ·,~t....:. :l~·Acr . 
. . h, ,'=i flf. __..-
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requirements for public school .'~ nul"series is under-
standable. A pub lic nursery school would probably 
be housed in the existing public school plant, which 
already fulfilled state requirements. 
Special building requirements are enforced in 
all states having licensing for private schools and 
day care centers. Tabulation here concerns general 
safety factors such as fire-proofing, a site protected 
from traffic hazard, floors designed to be splinter-
free, easily maintained and sanitary, etc. 
Hazard protection.-- Specific protective devices 
for preschool children include such factors as pro-
tected electrical outlets, and door locks, window and 
stair rail protection, etc. 
Regulations requiring specialized hazard protec-
tion are lower than those for overall saf ety factors 
for the plant. The contrast is 24 to 16 in the case 
of private schools, and 29 to 19 in the case of day 
care centers. This discrepancy may represent a con-
sideration of remodelling costs or it may indicate 
satisfaction with general safety requirements. 
Light, ventilation, temperature requirements.-- These 
requirements have been considered separately because 
educational authorities are so g enerally in agreement 
as to what is required. 
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A total of 20 states out of 29 having state super-
vision of private nursery schools call for special 
standards for li ght, ventilat :i..on and temperature con-
trol, and of that 20, 15 require the highest standard 
of professional excellence. 
An even hi gher proportion of day care centers, 
27 out of 35 having state sup ervision, mention light , 
ventilation and temperature as factors needing. special 
consideration in a program for young children. Only 
20 require the professional standards. 
Indoor and outdoor space requirements.-- Both 
of these space requirements for the p lay activities 
of the preschool child have been subject to much pro-
fessional thought. Thirty-five square feet of indoor 
space, 75 square feet of outdoor space, per child, 
are generally considered minimal. 
Recognition of the need for adequate play space 
obviously exists. Nineteen out of twenty-nine states 
having private school supervision mention the need 
for adequate play space. But of these 19 states 
having indoor and outdoor play space requirements, 
8 require "adequate space" and 5 make sub-standard 
space requirements. 
Of the 27 day care centers programs having space 
regulations, only 12 require standard indoor space, 
7 require 11 sufficient 11 , indoor play room and 6 states 
have substandard indoor space requirements, 5 1 sub-
standard space for outdoor playground. 
Special play yard requirements.-- Special play 
yard requirements mentioned by educational authorities 
are: drainage, fencing , commonsense planting, provi-
sions f or sun and shade, a sheltered area for bad 
weather play, surfacing to allow a variety of activities. 
More than half of the private schools and day 
care centers licensed must meet at least some of these 
special requirements. 
Table 8. Required Health and Development Program as 
Expressed in Plan and Equipment of Nursery 
Schools. 
States State Licensure Toilet Isolation 
Reply- Super- (1 per 10) 
inT2J vision (1) (3) (4) {5) (6) 
Publ ic 48 19 12 3 
Private 47 29 25 24 17 
Day Care 43 35 30 30 23 
Individual Scaled Safety in 
Storage 
( 7) 
Equil(ment 
8) EquiTment 9) 
Public 2 4 
Private 14 15 12 
Day Care 18 18 11 
Isolation facilities.-- Isolation facilities are 
necessarily an important part of any preschool program, 
permitting the separation of a child who is emotionally 
disturbed, overtired or ill, until he may be removed 
from the group. The proportion of private school 
program requirements including this specific factor, 
17 out of 29, is less than that of the day care cen-
ters, 23 out of 35, and may be representative of the 
fact that parents of pupils in private schools are 
usually more accessible to school authorities in case 
of emergency. 
Toilet and lavatory requirements.-- Consensus 
of professional opinion is that for the best develop-
ment of personal habits, one toilet should be provided 
for every ten preschool children . Requirements in 
a large percentage of cases meet this standard. 
Out of the 29 states having private school pro-
grams , 14 require the standard, 8 require 11 adequate 11 
provision, and only 2 make substandard requirements. 
In the case of day care centers, of the 35 having 
supervision, 17 require the professional standard, 
10 require "adequate11 provisions and only 3 have re-
quirements which are less than standard. 
Individual storage.-- Requirements are lower than 
for toilet facilities, although this factor represents 
an educational as well as a health need. Only 14 
out of 29 programs for private schools and 18 out of 
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35 for day care centers, list individual lockers as 
essential. 
It is interesting that requirements for individual 
locker space should be so low. Good hygiene practice 
would seem to require separate storage space for cloth-
ing and toilet articles. Individual lockers also 
provide an obvious opportunity for early training in 
independence. 
Scaled equipment.-- Appropriately scaled furniture 
and facilities in the nursery plant fulfill health, 
developmental and educational needs. Thirteen out 
of twenty-nine private schools in their supervisory 
programs specifically require specially desi gned fur-
nishings and two additional states imply the need 
for it. Sixteen out of thirty-five day care center 
programs have specific requirements and two additional 
states suggest that this factor is to be considered. 
Safety in equipment.-- This tabulation represents 
inclusion in requirements of a variety of equipment 
specifications; such as equipment designed for the 
developmental needs of young children, specific and 
appropriate pieces of equipment listed, general safety 
requirements such as the use of lead-free paint, splinter-
free wood, construction and materials to permit of 
sanitary maintenance. Only 12 out of 29 private school 
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programs and 11 out of 35 day care center programs 
require specially designed equipment for play at the 
preschool age level. 
The preceding tab les considered tangible parts 
of a nursery program which deal with the physical 
health of young children. Because they are tangible 
and specific, they are easily standardized, regulated 
and inspected for state licens ing procedures. 
The following tables include the intangible factors 
of a nursery program concerning educational aims of 
organizations, teaching requirements and standards. 
It has been stated by the authorities quoted 
in Chap ter I that the educational purpose of the nur-
sery school is total developmental growth. The state 
cannot require that the preschool child should ac-
quire specific facts or skills which could be objec-
tively tested. Having re gulated certain basic pro-
tective measures and having provided suitable materials 
for growth, the state can only attempt to influence 
the intangible factors which shape the total develop-
ment of the individual child and the group. The fol-
lowing table indicates the areas of the early child-
hood curricula ~hich states influence by supervisory 
and licensing requirements. 
l . f. ~· 
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Table 9 . Curriculum Requirements. 
States State Licensure Size of Special 
Reply- Super- Group Entrance 
in~ vision Pro Q'ram (1) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Public 48 19 12 3 
Private 47 29 25 16 4 
Day Care 43 35 30 20 3 
Record Daily Long Range Parent Re l a-
System Schedule Plan tions Program 
(7) (8) ( 9) (10) 
Public 5 3 2 3 
Private 20 13 9 8 
Day Care 24 14 8 11 
Some of the curriculum factors considered in 
Table 9 are subject to speci f ic articulation and reg -
ulation; others require interpretation and comparative 
evaluation. 
Size of group . -- The suitab le number of children 
per teacher is considered by authorities to be a basic 
requirement for a g ood nursery program . It is a gre ed 
that: 
1. Ther e must always be two adults available 
to every nursery group. 
2. The children per teacher should not exceed 
8 two-year olds, 12 three - year olds , 15 four-year olds . 
This rati o ~robably as sur es physical safety and adequate 
guidance. 
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State day care center programs more .frequently 
require groups of this size than do state programs 
for private schools . Children with the long school 
day of the day care center are~ because of the length 
of the program 1 more subject to exhaustion and dis -
turbance and 1 consequently, may need more teacher 
attention than the averag e private school pupil . 
Special entrance program .-- Nursery school rep -
r es ents a great transition f or the individual child, 
and his attitudes upon e ntrance may determine his 
success throughout the progr am . 
Authorities r e cognize t he importance of security 
~.-
feeling, and advocate a stagged entrance p lan . 11 Stao--o 
" 
gered entrance" means that a new child wi ll meet other 
children in the nursery gradually 1 as his personal 
security there grows . His daily s tay there will be 
increased as he is r eady for it. Mothers stay in 
the nursery as they are needed . 
In the day care center , an entrance usually takes 
place whenever there is a vac ancy and an application. 
In consequence, there is rarely a complete turnover 
in the group anyway. Regardless of state requirements 
for a carefully planned admissions p er iod, state re -
quirements for well-trained teachers may and should 
be considered sufficient insurance that the home-school 
-transition will be wel l managed. 
In public schools, where the entrance date is a 
fixed one , such a p l an would obviously be more dif-
ficult . It is omitted from public school pr ograms. 
A small number of states (three in each group ) require 
that private schools and day care centers enforce some 
gradual entrance program. 
Record system.-- Required r e cord systems vary 
from admission and discharge records to a comp lete 
developmental record system, including contact reports, 
psychological records, medical examinations. Tabu-
lation here covers only the state requirement that 
there be some record system. 
Out of 29 states having supervision for private 
school operation, 20 require record systems. Out of 
35 states having day care center regulations, 24 have 
requirements for a record system. 
Requirements for public nursery schools lag far 
behind those of the other two types of organization. 
Only five public school systems require that special 
records be kept for the nursery child. 
Program - daily schedule and long range plan.--
Program requirements are difficult to regulate because 
they are intangible. Research indicates that the 
best total development of preschool children takes 
place in a program alternating quiet and active play 
within a flexible daily program which follows a reg -
ular sequence. 
Only 12 private school programs and only 14 day 
care center programs mention a d esirable daily sche-
dule. Only three public school nursery programs re -
quire a special schedule for their preschool facilities. 
An overall philosophy and long-range curriculum 
plan is even more difficult to leg islate and inspect, 
even more implicitly contained in the personnel stan-
dards . Curriculum aims must be individual in each 
case, and will be influenced by the community, the 
organization, the personnel . It is significant that 
some state standards include such an intangible factor, 
even by i mplication. Of t he states requiring a daily 
schedule, the number which demand an overall educa-
tional plan is relatively hi gh. In 2 out of three 
public school programs, specific mention is made of 
long term plans for children, in 9 out of the 13 pri-
vat e school p lans and in 8 out of the 14 day care 
center programs. 
Parent relations program.-- The parent relations 
program is equally indefinate, and individual. Here 
a gain, it is more si gnificant that a number of state 
authorities do recognize the need for a close home-
-=-·----~-~·== 
school tie , regardless of the means by which it may 
be achieved. 
Just under a third of the states having super-
vision programs include specific mention of the need 
for a well-developed parent-school relations program. 
Table 10 . Personnel Requirements . 
(1) 
Public 
Private 
Day Care 
Public 
Private 
Day Care 
States Re-
plying 
(2) 
48 
47 
43 
Teaching 
License 
( 5) 
13 
7 
6 
State Super -
vision (3J 
19 
29 
35 
Personnel 
Requirements 
(6) 
1 
10 
15 
Licensure 
(4) 
12 
25 
30 
Director 
Requirements 
T77 
1 
17 
18 
This table deals principally with the most im-
portant factor in any nursery program, the teacher. 
And she cannot be legislated. Her essential qualities 
are outlined in the preceding chapter, and obviously 
preclude complete legislation. Only painstaking and 
frequent inspection could insure the constant main-
tenance throughout a state of a high caliber of nursery 
teaching suitable to each organization and community . 
The academic background is the only teacher 
qualification which it is possible to regulate. Her 
equally i mp ortant philosophy, her personality, must 
be judged, if at all, within the organization or by 
inspection procedures. Academic qualifications for 
such nursery teaching are rather well standardized 
throughout the country. Practice teaching is required 
in all cases; academic requirements list child develop-
ment and psychology, community resources and parent 
education, the uses of materials and proper planning 
of curricula. 
Thirteen out of the nineteen states permitting 
public nursery schools requ ire licenses. But only 
9 of the 13 require that training of personnel be 
specifically for the nursery level. Four states 
are "making do" with elementary certificates and the 
candidates' expressed interest in teaching at the 
earlier age level. Licenses are required for teachers 
in 7 states for private school teaching. In addition, 
10 states mention the need for professional nursery 
education training without specifying particular aca-
demic courses. The same tendency is true of the day 
care center program. Six states require teaching 
licenses, and three more suggest specialized nursery 
training. 
Even more state a gencies specify necessary personal 
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qualities. None of the public school systems list 
personal qualities, but 10 private school requirements 
and 15 day care center require:ments note that the 
personal qualities of the teacher are essential to 
the program. 
Some states specify that a director should possess 
a teaching certificate and additional experience and 
personal qualifications. Some states require certified 
teachers and an additionally qualified director. Others 
require only a trained administrator and permit other 
personnel to be untrained. 
The primary importance of these requirements, . for 
this study, is that they indicate the degree to which 
nursery education has been recognized by state super-
visory agencies as a valid form of education, requiring 
especially trained teachers. (A listing of states 
having specified requirements for nursery school teachers 
and those having certification plans is contained in 
the Appendix, Exhibit III, p .~'\.) 
CHAPTER V 
SUM1\1ARY AI\TD CONCLUSIONS 
This study of nursery school standards of operation 
required by state law is lim1 ted. It does not define 
existing standards of all nursery operation in the 
United States. It is a partial study of the level 
below which, by state regulation, nursery operation 
cannot go, and the comparison of this level with stan-
dards set up by groups and individuals who are con-
sidered authorities in the field. It is based on 
state legislation only. 
Many other kinds of regulations governing nursery 
standards must be considered before there is suffi-
cient evidence to finally s~%~arize required nursery 
procedures at the present time. Standards enforced 
by municipalities, or membership in professional organ-
izations may be just as effective as state require-
ments in maintaining good standards. 
Some municipalities provide standards which supple-
ment the state code, or which may take precedence over 
it. Preschool education requirements for the city 
and the state of New York are an example of double 
standardization. 
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But in spite ·of the incomplet eness of this survey, 
it has clarified certain trends in nursery school 
operation today. 
It becomes evident from the map on page :~i. and 
Table 1 on page .~~. that the Middle Atlantic, l'iliddle 
and Far Western areas have recognized, far more than 
other sections of the nation, the need for nursery 
school regulation. It is likely that these areas 
also contain the greatest number of preschool educational 
facilities. 
The survey also reveals (see Tab les 5, 6 1 7, 8,) 
that permissive l egislation for public nursery schools 
does not necessarily indicate high operational require-
ments. It is the exception when such permissive legis-
lation is accompanied by specific requirements for 
nursery school procedures. One may assume, in fact, 
that permissive l egislation for public nursery schools 
assumes that these schools will adopt the same stan-
dards as those prevailing for the public grade school. 
It also becomes clear through this survey that 
the greatest emphasis of state authorities in their 
requirements is protective, directed toward the pre-
vention of hazards and unhealthful conditions rather 
than toward the positive educational possibilities of 
nursery education. 'l'his is indicated by the facts 
··st 
that the preponderance of regulation is enforced by 
Welfare Departments and principally directed at day 
care center operation, and additionally proven by the 
emphasis in licensing procedures on the p hysical side 
of the program and the structural features of the 
building. For instance, 24 states have special building 
requirements for private nursery schools (see Tab le 7 1 
pag e .~~.),but only 7 require that teach ers be cer-
tified. (see Table 10, pag e .~}.) This same emphasis 
is true of regulations for day care centers; 29 states 
require special building requirements (see Table 7, 
pag e .s. 1 •• ) but only 6 demand that teachers should be 
licensed. (see Table 10, pag e .!c-."tr) The number of 
other specifically educational features required by 
law, such as daily schedules and long-range curriculum 
p lans is low in comparison with the more specific 
physical requirements. Just 13 states require a planned 
daily schedule for the nursery school, and only 9 
mention a long-rang e plan for the curriculum. (see 
Table 9 1 page -~~.) The same emphasis is true for 
the day care centers. Fourteen states require an 
established daily schedule for day care centers , 8 
require a long-range curriculum plan. (see Table 9, 
pag e 
It is quite logical to suppose that since the 
majority of state regulation of preschool facilities 
is done by State Departments of Welfare, the day care 
center type of nursery school should be the most care-
fully regulated, and it is so proved by the writer's 
tabulations. In each case where there is a compara-
tive tabulati on conce'rning state requirements for 
specific, protective regulation, the number of day 
care centers required to meet standards is higher 
than that of either public or private nursery schools. 
To summarize, the greatest emphasis of state 
enforced preschool regulation in January, 1950, is 
on the minimal, protective, specific safety ·factors. 
This seems most natural in view of the comparatively 
recent origin of the nursery school as it has become 
differentiated from the foster home and day care home 
substitute. 
It is natural that the positive educational features 
of nursery education are still comparatively unrecog-
nized as far as state legislation is concerned. ( see 
-~ Table 9 , page .':>. ••• and Table 10, page • ';~.) 
The most spec ific of the recommendations of pro-
fessional authorities c ontained in Chapter II have 
received wide acceptance by state legislators. There 
is general acceptance of the physical safety programs · 
recommended by experts, and of the specific educational 
.. ,. .r>t~  ·· _;b.~ 
program features which are recommended by educational 
authorities. These specific educational features 
include s u ch program factors as maximum size of group, 
maximum number of children per teacher, specific edl.l_ca-
tional record p lans, etc. These are all specific, 
easily followed, easily inspected and supervised re-
quirements. 
But in the area of nursery operation where educa-
tional concepts are involved, such as teacher certi-
fication, personal teacher and director qualifications, 
daily , annual and entrance programming, there is found 
only half the state legislative support for profes-
sional standards that there is for the specific de-
tails of the facilities. 
The survey indicates that whereas the need for 
re~~lating nursery school standards by state authori-
ties has been generally accepted, and authoritative 
opinion as to such standards has been followed in some 
areas, there is still a lack of either sympathy or 
understanding of educational concepts as expressed by 
well-known educators in the nursery school field. 
........ ..,. 
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CHAPTER VI 
REC OMMENDATI ONS 
The foregoing study shows that in comparison 
with standard s recommended by educational authorities 
in the field of early childhood education, state re-
quirements are most seriously lacking in the opera-
tional areas which express educational philosop hy. 
Therefore, the writer wishes to make some recom-
mendations in two specific ar eas: 
1. The most effective methods of raising state 
enforced standard s for nursery school op eration to 
the level of standards advocated by experts in the 
field of early childhood education. 
2. The most effective ways of insuring the mai n -
tenance of state required standards for nursery school 
procedures. 
Before recommendations on the above subjects are 
made there should be recognition of the limitations 
of the study, and the areas which need further study. 
This survey deals only with state regulations. Many 
other kinds of regulation, such as municipal and county 
r egulation, exist, sometimes in conjunction with state 
r e gulations. A case in point is New York. 
Until 1948, the State Department of Education 
licensed and inspected private nursery schools through-
out the state. In July of that year, the ten year old 
law requiring licensure for private nursery schools, 
kindergartens and elementary schools was declared 
unconstitutional by the New York Court of Appeals. 
Meantime, New York City had set up standard pro-
cedures for all preschool units in the city as a result 
of the investi gation by the Mayor's Committee on the 
Wartime Care of Children which revealed the ineffectu-
ality of the out-dated Health Department regulations. 
The Day Care Unit was formed within the Bureau of 
Child Hygiene and its proposed standards for licensing 
preschool organizations was approved by the Board of 
Health in February, 1943. These standards are known 
as Section 198 of the Sanitary Code of the City of 
New York and they apply to any type of a gency pro-
viding any type of child care within the City of New 
York.1/ 
Following 1948, then, the state of preschool 
education regulations in New York State has been this: 
Day nursery organizations licensed by the State De-
partment of Social Welfare and all groups of preschool 
children in New Yurk City also covered by Day Care 
]] 11Day Care of Little Children in a Big City," Child 
Welfare League of America. New York, 1946, p • . ll-12. 
Unit licensure. Private nursery schools in New York 
City are also licensed by the Day Care Unit, but the 
municipal regulations g overn all types of preschool 
facilities in the five boroughs of New York. The 
State Welfare Department regulates all day care centers 
th~oughout the state, but gives over its authority 
to the Day Care Unit when supervisions conc ern the 
N_ew York City uay care centers. The private nursery 
schools outside the city of New York have no regula-
tion by any state agency. 
Another limitation of this study is that it deals 
only with the regulations as stated and required by 
state authorities. It cannot determine how successful 
the state authorities are in enforcing the required 
standards. 
The difference between stated legal requirements 
and actual enforcement of the requirements is an ad-
ditional study which should b e made to determine the 
real value of state licensure. Arizona's regulati ons 
are a case in point . Standards for Group Day Care 
of Children of Working Mothers was published as an 
outline of required procedures during the war years 
by the Arizona Department of Public Welfare. Its 
standards, based on those of the U.S. Children 's Bureau, 
are high. But Arizona law does not establish a penalty 
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for the operation of substandard institutions. 
Arizona law requires the licensing of child care 
institutions, but the inspection staff is inadequate. 
Many organizations operate without license, and are 
inspected only rarely. 
Small technicalities may also entirely negate 
the licensing standards. 
In the case of Rhode Island, state laws govern 
the care of children under six , with standards set 
by the State Department of Public Welfare . According 
to the Law, any person taking care of four or more 
children for four or more hours requires a license and 
consequent supervision. But many nursery schools operate 
for only three hours, and are, therefore, allowed to 
op erate legally without regard to state standards. 
Thus, actually, obedience by schools to legal require-
ments for such schools becomes entirely voluntary. 
The same kind of technicality applies in the 
case of Massachusetts. Legislation pertaining to 
nursery schools in Massachus etts is found in Sections 
58-62, Chapter III of the General Laws . Licensure 
is said to be required for any agency caring for "three 
or more children not of common parentage under the 
age of fourteen" if they are in session 11for periods 
exceeding four but not exceeding twelve hours" a day. 
This minor technicality makes it possible for most 
private nursery schools to operate in an entirely 
unregulated area. The Massachusetts Legislature has 
recently passed a Bill eliminating the length of daily 
session as a factor for licensing purposes, and making 
even a three hours or less program subject to licensure. 
It becomes obvious that there will always be a 
way for nursery school administrators to evade ful-
fillment of state standards if they wish to do so. 
The writer's r ecommendations, therefore, are concerned 
with the education of workers engaged in the nursery 
school field, and of the g eneral public. 
No method of supervision or inspection could 
guarantee the faithful observation of good nursery 
school practices so well as the placement of profes-
sionally and personally qualified teachers and admini-
strators in preschool organizations. 
Professional organizations such as the Associ-
ation for Childhood Education, the National Association 
for Nursery Education, Councils of Social Agencies, 
The Child Welfare League, exert an inestimable inf luence 
on the actual operating standards of preschool education, 
through education of personnel concerning these stan-
dards. In this way professional influence might con-
ceivably improve actual nursery operation more than 
7 4 
state regulations. 
Professionally and personally qualified personnel 
in the nursery unit presupposes the maintenance of 
the adequate safety and educational standards as out-
lined in Chapter II or, at the leas t, insure s the know-
ledge of the importance of such standards. This would 
represent the first, most bas ic reconwendation for the 
improvement of present nursery school operation . 
Secondly, we must conclude that, in a democracy, 
informed public opinion must precede the passag e and 
maintenance of g ood nursery school legislation. 
Only the pressure of public opinion can enforce 
the constant maintenance of l egal standards in pre-
school facilities. The lac k of information on the 
subject of the educational values of nursery education 
in the public mind is understandable. Recent growth 
of the nursery school movement bas been so rapid that 
information about nursery education has lagged far 
behind the development of new facilities. 
Wartime pressure caused a need for such rapid 
expansion in the day nurs ery movement that there was 
a general realization that expansion must be accom-
panied by some professional guidance. Professional 
op inj_on as represented in the g overnment-sponsored 
Standards for the Day Care of Children of Working 
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Mothers has formed the basis and, in some cases, the 
entir e scope for legal r equirements for all types of 
preschool education by state agencies. 
As late as 1949, for i n s tance, the state of Missouri 
was using this government pa~phlet as sole regulating 
instrument. Not that there is anything inadequate 
about these standards: -there isn't. But the fre-
quency of the use of Standards for the Day Care of 
Children of Working Mothers suggests that wartime 
economic and lab or needs brought about public and 
stat e interest in standards for day care centers, and 
has focussed principal attention on the care rather 
than the specifically educational type of preschool 
unit. The continued use of these standards also in-
dicates a tendency not to investi gate the continuing 
educational advance in the field, or to incorporate 
the resu lts of such research in state standards . 
This same wartime emphasis on Day Care Centres 
(naturally regulated by State Welfare Departments) 
encour~ged the assumption of legislation for all types 
of nursery education by State We lfare Departments . 
This survey indicates that, to this point , it has 
been the required standards for day care centres which 
have i nf l u enced all preschool standards. Althoug h 
Boards of Welfare in general require professionally 
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adequate standards of nursery operation, there is a 
clear emphasis on physical safety and health aspects 
of preschool units. Staff qualifications, educational 
planning receive far less attention by requireme nt 
in state programs. Legally speaking, preschool edu-
cation, the fundamental base of early childhood edu-
cation is st:i.ll receiving re qui red standards from the 
Welfare Departments whose state purpose it is to pro-
tect young children from physical and mental harm. 
As nursery education is thought of by educational 
authorities, its aims should be more positive than 
state requirements shown in this survey indicate. 
The purpose of preschool education and of the regu-
lations governing it should be to give children max-
imu~ development - not merely to protect them from 
physical hazards. 
This negative view of preschool education as 
represented by state re qu irement can be changed only 
by the growth of public information on the importance 
of the early childhood years, and high standards of 
preschool education. Only through belief in nursery 
education will funds be made available to support good 
operating standards. Only through public information 
will the best professional i deals be incorporated 
into state laws. 
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The state of public opinion will also regulate 
the aims and philosophies of preschool curriculum, 
teachers, administrators. 
That the American p eople want the best education 
for their children is indicated by the present amount 
of state licensure, regardless of the specific regu-
lations. Public and state interest in improved stan-
dards and practices is also indicated by today's trend 
to improve state regulations, to eliminate the licen-
sing technicalities which permit sub-standard practice. 
At the present time, licensing procedures in several 
states are under review: - Rhode Island , Pennsylvania, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, and probably others. 
This fact - that state standards are being re-
viewed for improvement - is more important than any 
conclusive evaluation based on the state requirements 
outlined in this survey. 
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APPENDIX 
EXHIBI'r I 
Dear 
96 Avon Hill Street 
Cambridge, .l\'Iass. 
August __ , 1949 
I am interested in learni ng about the state stan-
dards for nursery schools and day care centers in the 
state of • This information is being requested 
from you in connection with a graduate survey, an 
evaluation of state-imposed nursery re gulations, which 
I hope to present to Boston University next year . 
For the purpose of the survey , I should like to 
know whether state has state enforced require-
ments and licensing procedures for the operation of 
organizations for preschool children, or if your de-
partment assumes a more supervisory function. I am, 
of course, interested in all the areas of nursery 
operation which a state department might regulate -
physical facilities, educational and health require-
ments , etc. I am also interested in finding out whether 
the state authorities are, through their enforcement 
or supervisory role , promoting any particular educa-
tional philosophies and theories. 
Any help that you can give me will be deeply 
appreciated. 
Very truly yours, 
Nancy Freeman Harper 
I 
,, 
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EXHIBIT II 
Alabama . Minimum Standards for Child Caring Institutions, 
State Board of Public Welfare , Montgomery, Alabama, 
1946. 
Arizona . Standards for Group Day Care Of Children. 
California . Digest of Welfare and Institution Code 
and Standards for Foster Home Care for Children, 
Department of Social Welfare , Los Angeles , 1947. 
Report of Child Care Centers , California State 
Department of Education , 1949. 
Colorado. Minimum Standards , Board of Standards of 
of Child Care, Denver , 1948. 
Connecticut. Regulations for Approval of Nursery 
School Groups Caring for Children Under Six Years 
of Age , State Department of Education , 1946 and 1949. 
Delaware. Standards for the Care of Children, State 
Board of Welfare, 1943. 
Florida . Minimum Standards Established by the State 
Welfare Board for the Care of Children Under 
Seventeen Years of Age , 1944. 
Georgia. Minimum Standards for the Group Day Care 
of Children , State Department of Public Welfare, 
Atlanta, 1943. 
Idaho. Standards for Day Care Centers. 
Illinois. A Basic Plan for Student Health, Depart -
ments of Education and Health, 1944. 
Group Day Care of Children , Department of Public 
Health, 1948. 
A Basic Plan for Health Education and the School 
Health Program, Departments of Instruction, Health, 
1944. . 
The Kindergarten , Department of Public Instruction, 
1946. 
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Indiana. Rules and Regulations for Licensing of Dax 
Nurseries, Public Welfare in Indiana, December, 1946. 
Teacher Education and Certification, Department 
of Public Instruction. 
Iowa. Standards for Childre n's Agencies, Department 
of Social Welfare, Des Moines, 1943. 
Ka nsas . Heal t h and Safety, Board of Health, Topeka, 1948. 
Kentucky. Rules and Regulations Governing Boarding 
Homes for Children, Health Department, Louisville, 
1944. 
Educational Bulletin, Fr ankfort, 1948. 
Louisiana. Circular Re: Kindergarten and Nursery 
Schools, Department of Education, Baton Rouge, 1945. 
Requirements for Cer t ification of Teachers, De-
par tment of Education , Baton Ro~ge, 1947. 
Maryland. Standards for Nurserx Schools and Kinder -
gaT t ens, Department of Education, 1 949. 
Massachus etts. Suggested Programs, Minimum Standards, 
Department of Education, 1949 . 
Mich i gan. Nursery School Education, Public Instruc-
tion Department, Lansing, 1945. 
Minimum Health Standards for Group Day Care of 
Children, Department of Health, Lansing, 1945 • 
.Minnesota. Standards for the Group Care of Preschool 
Children, Division of Social Welfare, St. Paul, 1945. 
Mississippi. Standards of Dax Care Centers for Children 
in Mississip_pi, Department of Public Welfare, 1948. 
Regulati ons of the State Board of Education for 
Teachers' Certif ication, 1 939. 
Missouri. Standards for Certificating Teachers, De-
partment of Education, 1949. 
Montana. Minimum Standards for Licensing of Institu-
tions for Children, Department of Public _Welfare, 
Helena, 1948. 
Requirements for Elementarx Certificates, Depart-
ment of Education, 1948. 
Nebraska. Minimum Requirements for Boarding Homes 
and Day Care Centers, Division of Child Welfare, 1948. 
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New Hampshire. Regulations Relative to the Certifi-
cation of Elementary Teachers, Board of Educa-
tion, 1949. 
New Jersey. An Act Concerning Education and Maintenance 
of Nursery Schools, 1943. 
New Mexico. Health Hecomrnendations for Child Care 
Centers 1 Department of Health. 
New York. Rules Governing Day Nursery and Day Care 
for Children. Department of Eublic Welfare 1 1943. 
North Carolina. North Carolina Welfar~ Laws, 1943. 
Summary of Activities of the :9-ivision of Child 
Welfare, Board of Public Welfare , 1946-1947, 
1947-1948. 
Standards for Child-Caring Instituti ons of Homes 
on a Paying Commonwealth. 
North Dakota. 
Ohio. 
Oklahoma. Certificates to Teach Kindergarten , De-
partment of Public Education . 
Oregon. Circular of Certification for the State of 
Oregon, 1947. 
Licensing and Regulating of Day NursePies , Board 
of Health, 1943. 
Pennsylvania. Certification of Teachers of Nursery 
Schools 1 Department of Education, Harrisburg, 1946. Private School Registration, Department of Public 
Instruction, Harrisburg, 1947. 
Rhode Island. Day Nursery Standards , Department of 
Social Welfare. 
Tennessee. Rules and Regulations for Operating Schools 
for Chi l dren Under Six Years of Age . 
Licensing , Inspection and Regulation of Day Care 
Centers, Department of Public Welfare , 1948. 
Texas. Rules and Regulations for Day Nurseri es, Rules 
and Regulations for Commercial Day Nurseries , 
Department of Child Welfare, Austin, 1944. 
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Utah. An Act for the Regulation and Licensing of Day 
Nurseries, ~ersons and Organizations Providing 
Day Care for Children, March, 1943. 
Virginia. Standards for the Operation of a Licensed 
Day Nursery, Board of Public Welfare. 
Washington. Laws Pertaining to Education, Department 
of Public Instruction, 1945. 
Minimum Standards for Child Caring Institutions, 
Department of Public Assistance, 1942. 
West Virginiae Minimum Standards for Child Caring 
Institutions, Department of Public Assistance, 1942. 
Wisconsin. Acceptable Standards for Group Care of 
Children, Department of Public Instruction, Madison, 
1949. 
. ,
Licenses for 'I'eachers of Nursery School, Department 
of Public Instruction, 1945-1949 • 
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EX..BIBIT III 
States Requiring Special Qualifications for 
Public Nursery School Personnel 
.. :~ California 
Illinois 
.. ~- Indiana 
Massachusetts 
~'" Michigan 
" -... - New Hampshire 
·!t- New Jersey 
~f- New York 
~\ North Dakota 
.. ~ Ohio 
~} Oregon 
-~ Pennsylvania 
{'" Rhode Is l and 
~i- Washington 
~t- Wisconsin 
States Requiring Special Qualifications for 
Private Nursery School Personnel 
Alabama 
Colorado 
~} Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Michi gan 
~~ lYlinnes ot a 
~- Mississippi 
* Montana 
New Jersey 
.;~ Special nursery teacher certification. 
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New i•Iexico 
* Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
Tennessee 
Utah 
Wisconsin 
Stat es Requiring Special Qualifications for 
Personnel in Day Care Centers 
Alabama 
Colorado 
->~ Connecticut 
Delaware 
Idaho 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
->~ Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
Tennessee 
Utah 
Virginia 
Wisconsin 
States Having Licensing Procedures for Private Schools 
but not Regulating Per sonnel qualifications 
California 
North Carolina 
Oregon 
·::- Special nursery teacher certification. 
I 
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States Having Licensing Procedures for Day Care Centers 
but not Regulating Personnel Qualifications 
California 
Massachusetts 
North Carolina 
Oregon 
Texas 
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